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had to (___/5)
Put the sentences into the Past Tense.

Monica must clean her room every day.
Yesterday, Monica had to clean her room. 

1. Caroline must write a long text for school.
Last Monday, ________________________________________.

2. Tim must practice playing the piano.
On Friday, ________________________________________.

3. The pilot must land the airplane in Chicago.
Two weeks ago, ________________________________________.

4. I must learn the vocabulary for the test.
Three days ago, ________________________________________.

5. Kim must take off her dress and go to the bathroom.
Last week, ________________________________________.

Irregular Verbs (___/10)

My sister drinks an apple juice.
Tim felt very sad because he lost his iPod.
The children rode their bikes to school.

I eat a hamburger every Saturday.
The policeman sent the children home.

She stands in the middle of the street.
We throw the ball over the wall.

Theresa sat on a park bench.
Willy pays the money at the counter.
* I think that this exercise is easy. 

adjectives – adverbs (___/10)

1. Minny is a (nice) _______________ girl. She always talks to her neighbors (friendly) 
__________________.

2. The sausage doesn’t taste (good) ______________. It is really (awful) ______________.
3. Look! The monkeys are jumping around (happy) __________________. They can climb 

on the trees (fast) _______________ and (good) _________________.
4. I always do my homework very (careful) __________________, because I want to have a 

(good) ________________ mark in English.
5. Mom looked at me (angry) ____________________, because I didn’t listen to her.
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had to (___/5)
Write what Ann had to do/ didn’t have to do last weekend.

__Ann didn’t have to clean her room.___________ her room
1. __________________________________________
2. _________________________________ take the    for a walk
3. __________________________________________
4. __________________________________________ write the 
5. __________________________________________

watch go her best friend

Present Perfect or Past Tense (___/20)

1. Last Week, I (go) ____________ to the doctor’s, because I (have) ____________ a cold.
2. Tina (win) _______________ € 200 in the quiz game already.
3. They (not/ eat) ______________________ anything (for/since) ________________ three 

hours.
4. This week, I (already/ write) _______________________ three tests.
5. On Monday, we (not/ miss) ______________________ the bus, but on Tuesday, we (be) 

_____________ too slow, so we (have to) __________________ walk to school.
6. (For/ Since) _____________________ 3 o’clock, the man (eat) _____________ ten 

hamburgers. He (be) __________________ very hungry (for/ since) ______________ a 
few hours already.

7. The taxi driver (stop) ___________________ his car in front of the hotel, and the lady 
(pay) _________________ him $ 20 yesterday.

8. Frank (not/ do) ____________________ his homework yet, but he (write) 
___________________ a letter to his pen friend and he (take) _____________________ 
the dog for a walk.

9. They (sing) ___________________ a beautiful song two years ago.
10. I am not thirsty. I (just/ drink) ________________________ a glass of coke. 
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